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Executive Director’s Corner
Nathan Ruby, Exective Director

H

ello 2022! Each year of the pandemic we
cross our fingers and hope that things will
get easier, and this year is no different. Despite
the devastating earthquake of last August, the
recent political and social turmoil, and the continuing effects of COVID on logistics, FOTCOH
is optimistic about the future. This past holiday
season reconnected us with the importance of
what we do: the security of good health.
We aren’t slowing down. FOTCOH can succeed
because of the strength and reliability of our
staff. Gangs throughout the country and locally in Jacmel make it difficult and dangerous for
normal operations like getting pharmaceuticals
to the clinic. But we aren’t letting that slow us
down. We’re pleased to introduce Ken Kersey
as our new Director of Operations. A veteran
volunteer, Ken knows the property in Haiti backward and forwards and will help let medical staff
focus on medicine while he handles day-to-day
logistics. We are continuing to diversify and
strengthen our funding streams to fund sustainable organizational growth in Haiti.
What we do works. Last fall we fundraised for
the Women’s Health Initiative on Giving Tuesday, and we exceeded our goal! This program
is critically important because it fills a gap in
healthcare education that isn’t reached elsewhere. Focusing on nutrition through vitamins
and breastfeeding education, FOTCOH employs two nurses to help support and educate
new mothers on successful breastfeeding. The
number one impact on child survival rate is

breastfeeding. We’re building healthier futures
for mothers and their children, and we couldn’t
do it without generous financial support from
our donors. Thank you!
Hearts and eyes forward. Our organization
looks different than when we were incorporated in 1991. Rather than coordinating all their
friends to volunteer from the snowy plains of
Illinois, Dick and Barb now reside in Florida.
They’re still active in every board meeting and
advocating for the people of Haiti. Today, there
are 50 Haitians on payroll, and rather than volunteers bringing backpacks full of medication,
Director of Pharmacy, Erin Briggs, works closely with our clinic pharmacist Roger Laguerre.
Violence from gangs makes it unsafe for any
staff to travel by road, requiring chartered
planes to transport pharmaceuticals and supplies. Our methods are continuously adapting
and improving, guided by our vision of hope
and health for the people in Haiti.
We have challenges ahead, but with the incredible support of the FOTCOH community, I am confident we can continue to provide
life-changing healthcare for the people of Haiti.
In service,

Nathan Ruby
Executive Director

Boyer’s 20th
Anniversary
at FOTCOH!

W

hile Boyer was stateside he celebrated 20 years of service with
FOTCOH! Boyer began working with FOTCOH in 2001 as a driver. Over the years,
he transitioned to a translator and then to
Clinic Director, and now serves as Country Director. He now oversees the Vital
Health Clinics and Weekly Urgent Care,
takes care of financials, supervises staff,
and helps do crowd control on the many
busy clinic days. His reliability and work
ethic has added strength and stability to
the organization, not to mention the increased transparency and efficiency with
FOTCOH’s accounting and audits.
Haiti has a high turnover rate for labor, and
finding people to stay in Haiti to work for
the love of the job is very difficult. Boyer’s dedication has truly made it possible
for FOTCOH to weather many
storms. Boyer is motivated
by his team and the impact
of his work.
“I go back to Haiti because
I love my job and the people I serve. The team we
have now on staff have
that same love and
passion for the work
we do”.

Thank you, Boyer, for your dedication to the
people of Haiti and 20 incredible years!

Through responsible stewardship and a passion to improve lives, FOTCOH provides vital healthcare and hope for children and adults in Haiti.

FOTCOH Goes on Tour

L

ast fall, our Country Director, André Boyer, visited FOTCOH supporters for
the first time since 2019. Boyer and Nathan road-tripped across the Southeast for over 2,100 miles meeting with staff and donors, sharing FOTCOH’s work
through interviews, and getting training on new technology for patient tracking.

Backpack EMR Training
in Louisville, Kentucky.

The duo spent several days in Louisville, Kentucky learning about
Backpack
EMR
(electronic
medical records). Using an iPad
to track data, this method of
record-keeping is simplified,
effective, and paperless.
It’s perfectly suited for the
needs of the clinic and an
exciting development! Backpack EMR eases collaboration
and connects Haitian staff and
American medical volunteers
to make patient care more
effective. It will let us easily
access details about patients and
track the entire medical process. Boyer received
training on using this program and is preparing to
introduce it to the rest of the staff.

Boyer best captured day-to-day life in Haiti in the interview on The Greg and Dan Show on Peoria’s WMBD 1470.
Boyer shared a glimpse into life in Haiti with the current political environment, available to listen here: bit.ly/fotcohradio.
Special thanks to Greg Batton and Dan Diorio for hosting us!

MEET OUR NEW DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
Please welcome Ken Kersey as the new Director of Operations! Ken is a FOTCOH veteran that has
volunteered with the organization since 2012. He has been on 14 mission trips after being recruited by Linda Damery
as a non-medical volunteer. When asked why he has stayed with the organization for so long, Ken says:

After 14 mission trips, I have seen the impact FOTCOH makes in the lives
of everyone we touch. I’ve seen progressive improvements in the health of
repeat patients, wounds healed during clinics, and the gratitude of the patients

Ken Kersey in Haiti
2014

and their families for the treatment they have received. I’ve also experienced
the sense of family that develops among the staff and the volunteer teams.
As Director of Operations, Ken will be coordinating the support the Haitian staff needs to be more efficient, including addressing property issues,
logistics, and program needs. Ken looks forward to traveling back to Haiti when the political situation settles down and the COVID pandemic
eases up. Three of his children have accompanied him on FOTCOH missions, and as he eagerly awaits the arrival of his first grandchildren in
March he hopes he’ll be able to take them to Haiti on future FOTCOH missions.

Vital Health Clinic

Community
Happy Hour
in Peoria

T

he Vital Health Clinics last fall saw steady numbers, averaging over 200 clients a day, although gang activity on major
roads in and out of Jacmel blocked some patients in October.
Our incredible staff served each patient throughout challenges!
19-year old Sanon Toussaint traveled far from home to get
treated in the first Vital Health Clinic of 2022. After being hospitalized in January to treat his wound, his leg was still infected
and Sanon sought additional treatment at our clinic. Our providers took excellent care of him and we’re happy to report
he’s doing much better.
Sanon Toussaint seeks treatment for his leg
at the January Vital Health Clinic

WASH Team Assists
in Earthquake Relief

L

ast November volunteers and staff
gathered for the first time in 2 years
at the Water’s Edge Winery and Bistro.
Together, many past volunteers, team
leaders, board members, and donors
remembered past trips, shared and
connected awgain over their passion for
our mission. It was especially touching
for Boyer to be reunited with everyone
and celebrate his 20th work anniversary. Our new Operations Director, Ken
Kersey, was also introduced (though he
already knows so many from his volunteer trips down to the country).

FOTCOH Volunteers and staff at
Water’s Edge Winery and Bistro

After the August Earthquake, FOTCOH focused on getting water filters out as
quickly as possible to mitigate damage to clean water. 300 water filters have
been delivered so far! Once we can source more buckets to go with the filters, we
will deliver another 300. We also have the added challenge of gang violence and
limited travel routes. As soon as it is safe to deliver the next batch of water filters, we will.

Boyer and Nathan stop in Indianapolis
to see Dr. Amanda Wright, Dean of
College of Osteopathic Medicine at
Marian University

Golf Fundraiser

T
South Carolina Hackers for Haiti

hank you to everyone who picked up
their clubs and spent a day on the
green during our annual fundraiser to support families in Haiti! Golfers from Illinois to
South Carolina picked their favorite course,
bought a couple of extra mulligans, and
went out with their friends. Board President

Dr. Rennick continues to golf for Haiti because
“FOTCOH is special in that we have provided
ongoing care to the Haitian people for nearly three decades and will continue to provide
health and hope to the Haitian people we
serve.” So, we invite you to practice and join us
next fall as we swing for healthcare in Haiti!
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October Vital Health Clinic

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
Amazon Wishlist
Help provide critical supplies for FOTCOH’s work from the comfort of your home! Our Amazon Wishlist includes our most upto-date clinic needs. Please be sure to include your name in the
“notes” field so that we can reach out and share our gratitude!
		

Scan this QR Code to visit our Wishlist.

You’re invited to join the Hammond Founders Circle
The Hammond Founders Circle monthly giving program propels our mission,
and most importantly, gives us the revenue consistency to grow our programs.
You have the power to ensure that more and more patients are treated every single month at our clinic! Visit fotcoh.org/hammondfounderscircle/
for more information.
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